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Abstract 

 

 

Biometric identification has been widely used in recent years, mainly because they 

represent more secure authentication systems than conventional ones. In this context, 

facial recognition is highlighted since it allows detecting and recognizing a person in 

real-time for their facial characteristics. This technology is particularly important and 

used in many applications such as smart surveillance. The evolution in surveillance 

technologies, thanks to Internet of Things (IoT), allows greater automation of this 

process since many monitoring functions performed by people can be replaced by real-

time recognition techniques, turning the system even smarter, giving more information 

to the user, or increasing security in monitoring environments. It is noted that society 

is at a point where different types of technologies are converging and adding up. It is 

known that computer vision techniques are being incorporated into surveillance 

systems and deep learning models have proven innovative in solving various visual 

recognition problems. In this sense, this dissertation proposes a surveillance system, 

which uses these techniques to identify the individuals present in the vision field of a 

camera through a combination including Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), and a deep learning model, called ResNet (Residual 

Network). The set of detection and recognition techniques was deployed in a hardware 

with limited processing power, quite common in IoT devices. The idea is to 

demonstrate that even under these conditions, the proposed architecture still manages 

to work with high precision and in real-time. To achieve the proposed objective, 

experiments were carried out in different scenarios to verify the accuracy and 

robustness of the techniques adopted under different conditions. Two techniques were 

used in the detection scenario, but only one was carried out in the experiments since it 

consumes 20 times less processing time when compared to the second. The accuracy 

of the ResNet model used reached about 99.38% in the Labeled Faces in the Wild 

(LFW) Benchmark while it manages to deliver a rate of 1-3 fps (frames per second), 

showing excellent results, especially considering an embedded system. The 
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performance evaluation of the system against different types of noise showed high 

invariability with darkening of the images and high precision and robustness against 

blur type interference. 
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Resumo 

 

 

A identificação biométrica tem sido amplamente utilizada nos últimos anos, 

principalmente por representar sistemas de autenticação mais seguros que os 

convencionais. Neste contexto, destaca-se o reconhecimento facial que permite 

detectar e reconhecer uma pessoa, em tempo real, pelas suas características faciais. 

Essa tecnologia é particularmente importante e usada em muitas aplicações, como 

vigilância inteligente. A evolução das tecnologias de vigilância, graças à Internet das 

coisas (do Inglês, Internet of Things – IoT), permite maior automação desse processo, 

já que grande parte das funções de monitoramento desempenhadas por um ser humano 

podem ser substituídas por técnicas de reconhecimento, tornando o sistema ainda mais 

inteligente, dando mais informações ao usuário ou aumentando a segurança em 

ambientes de monitoramento. Nota-se que nossa sociedade está em um ponto em que 

diferentes tipos de tecnologias estão convergindo, as técnicas de visão computacional 

estão sendo incorporadas aos sistemas de vigilância e que os modelos de aprendizado 

profundo têm se mostrado inovadores na solução de diversos problemas de 

reconhecimento visual. Nesse sentido, esta dissertação propõe a construção de um 

sistema de vigilância que utiliza essas técnicas para identificar os indivíduos presentes 

no campo de visão da câmera por meio de uma combinação de Histograma de 

Gradiente Orientado, Máquina de Vetores de Suporte e o modelo de aprendizagem 

profunda, ResNet. O conjunto de técnicas de detecção e reconhecimento foi 

implementado em um hardware com poder de processamento limitado, muito comum 

em dispositivos IoT. A ideia é demonstrar que mesmo nessas condições, a arquitetura 

proposta ainda consegue trabalhar com alta precisão e em tempo real. Para avaliar o 

desempenho da solução proposta para atingir o objetivo deste estudo, foram realizados 

experimentos em diferentes cenários para verificar a precisão e robustez das técnicas 

adotadas nas diferentes condições. Duas técnicas foram empregadas no cenário de 

detecção, porém apenas uma foi levada adiante nos experimentos devido ao fato de 

consumir 20 vezes menos tempo de processamento em comparação com a segunda. A 
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precisão do modelo ResNet utilizado alcançou 99,38% no LFW (do inglês, Labeled 

Faces in the Wild) Benchmark, enquanto consegue entregar uma taxa de 1-3 fps (do 

inglês, frames per second), apresentando ótimos resultados, principalmente levando 

em consideração um sistema embarcado. A avaliação do sistema contra diferentes 

tipos de ruído demostrou alta invariabilidade com escurecimento das imagens e alta 

precisão e robustez contra interferência do tipo “blur”. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Internet of Things (IoT) has been widely applied in facial recognition through 

unmanned aerial vehicle, intelligent classroom, home security system, smart home, 

intelligent surveillance, among others [1]. It is known that visual analysis applications 

will show enormous growth in the next 5 years - more than 50% - which will generate 

a positive economic impact from US $ 3.9 trillion to US $ 11.1 trillion annually until 

the end of the year 2025 for the IoT [2]. In addition, new methods of facial recognition 

are object of study by several authors around the world, being a topic of great 

importance for society [3]. This becomes evident when searching in the Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) database, the IEEExplorer, with the 

keywords "face recognition". This research results in 28,095 papers published in 

Conferences, Journals, Books, Magazines, Courses, and Early Access Articles, of 

which most (18,935) were published in the last decade (2010-2021) as it may be seen 

in Figure 1 [4]. 

 

Figure 1 - Percentage of scientific work about face regonition on IEEE. 
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At the same time, searching in the same database with the keywords ‘"face 

recognition" AND "IoT"’ about 220 papers are found, all published after 2010. It 

confirms that research that integrates these two technologies are very recent. 

Furthermore, it is noted that this is a topic that has been increasingly explored, since 

115 are from the pass year (2019-2020), corroborating the exponential interest in this 

topic [4]. 

1.2 Problem Definition  

Human beings are able to identify people through their faces, and they do this 

very well, even in places with variations of lighting, pose and facial expressions [3]. 

Since the dawn of our civilization, characteristics such as the face and the voice have 

been essential for mutual recognition. Such characteristics, which are unique in each 

person, have provided what we know today by biometric identification.  

Evidence shows that since centuries ago, biometrics has been used to identify 

people. As an example we have the head of the criminal identification division of the 

Paris police, Alphonse Bertillon, who in the 19th century already used body measures 

to identify criminals [5]. Since then, with the creation and evolution of computational 

techniques, it is possible to perform demographic estimations automatically [6], to 

obtain approximate data of age, sex or race through images, and even to create systems 

that operate in real-time, capable of identifying people with a high degree of accuracy 

[7].  

Biometric identification has, fundamentally, the objective of recognizing a 

person through technologies by a single and quantifiable parameter, e.g. physical or 

behavioral characteristics [8]. Its methods can be classified as intrusive, e.g., the use 

of iris and fingerprints, or non-intrusive, such as facial recognition. The difference 

between the two methods is due to the need or not of the consent of the person to be 

analyzed [9]. Therefore, biometric identification offers a much more promising 

security system than traditional authentication methods, such as passwords and 

identity cards, which can be easily forgotten, cloned, stolen or lost [1], [10]. This, in 

addition to recent advances in technology, has fostered diverse research in the field of 
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biometrics, resulting in several initiatives focused on researching innovative and 

efficient systems for biometric identification [9]. 

In the context of biometric identification methods, the use of facial recognition 

and fingerprints stands out as the most common mainly because of their uniqueness 

and consistency over time [11]. The use of both technologies is seen in an increasingly 

common way in banks, cell phone applications, monitoring systems, and access 

control, i.e., it is already part of the daily life of today's society. 

With the growth in the flow of multimedia on the Internet through real-time 

applications, videoconferences, videos on demand, telepresence and content delivery 

in real-time [12], it is notable that, today, society is in a point where different types of 

technologies are converging and adding up, which facilitates the use of data collected 

from various sources [2]. Along with this, exists the Internet of Things (IoT), which 

acts significantly in everyday life and in the way we interact with all the physical 

objects present around us. This network of new devices capable of exchanging 

information is enabled by new communication technologies and internet protocols 

[13]. As a result, we have sensors, including biometric ones, which can collaborate 

autonomously within a system, without the need of human involvement. 

With the exponential growth of IoT observed in recent years, the interaction of 

multiple devices is imperative [14]. In an IoT-based system, intelligence and drive 

capabilities are incorporated into devices with the help of sensors and actuators. At the 

same time, a cloud allows developing, maintaining, and executing different services, 

providing scalable computing and storage resources. Such system allows users the 

ability to monitor and control devices at anytime from anywhere [12]. However, IoT 

devices has limited memory and processing capabilities, and their systems cannot 

successfully connect everything if they are not capable to include all the ‘multimedia 

things’. Today's world and the rapid growth of multimedia traffic in IoT is leading to 

new techniques to satisfy this constraint [12], [14]. Therefore, the Internet of 

Multimedia Things (IoMT) represents a specialized subset of IoT, that enables the 

integration and cooperation among heterogeneous multimedia devices with distinct 

capabilities, computational characteristics, and resources. It is a technology that 

requires bigger memory, higher computational power, and consumes a lot of energy 
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with higher bandwidth, and its main quality is the timely and reliable delivery of the 

data, which implies strict quality of service requirements, and demands efficient 

network architecture [12], [14]. Also, according to [14], the IoMT has contributed to 

areas such as industry, smart home and health, traffic, real-time multimedia and smart 

surveillance, the latter being the scope of this work. For example, in a potential robbery 

on any street, a smart surveillance system makes it possible to observe in which 

direction the suspect went and his person identification by facial information sent to 

an identity database, to access the suspect's personal data, as well as his criminal 

record. 

A facial recognition system allows to detect and recognize in real-time a person 

by their facial characteristics. This technology is very important and is used in many 

applications for various purposes. Thus, a facial recognition system can be installed to 

monitor and identify people in public or restricted areas for providing security control, 

photos matching, user verification, user access control, etc. For example, facial 

recognition can be used to validate attendance during classes in a university [15]. 

Another applicability of this system is to locate suspects, in real-time, using tracking 

and identification techniques [16]. 

All the facial recognition technologies can be included in the field of computer 

vision. A science, with a set of tools, which allows a device to process and analyze 

real-world images. A process similar to what is done by the human eye in conjunction 

with the brain. Currently, several computer vision techniques are incorporated into 

surveillance systems. One of its advantages is to avoid continuous monitoring of 

images from being performed by a human. Since it is possible to program the algorithm 

to display only the relevant information. Also, it is known that deep learning models, 

based on artificial intelligence, innovated in a singular way in the solution of several 

problems of visual recognition. Among the models of deep learning, the deep neural 

networks, more specifically the Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been 

extensively studied [17]. It is a supervised learning model that, in recent years, has 

become the state of the art in several applications in the field of computer vision, such 

as object detection, image classification and people recognition.  
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Several studies have demonstrated the many advantages of using CNN for 

facial recognition, due to the perception of patterns with high variability and 

robustness to distortions, and the perception of simple geometric transformations such 

as scaling, rotation and noise [1], [18]. Among the different CNN models, we can 

mention ResNet, which has shown excellent results for facial recognition and wide use 

in object classification [19]–[21]. Therefore, the present proposal for a master thesis is 

to develop a real-time facial recognition system that is connected to an IoT 

environment.  

1.3 Research Objectives 

The main objective of this dissertation is to deploy and analyze a recognition 

system, based on IoT. Thus, different techniques of facial detection and recognition 

are explored as well as an analysis of several important aspects for their choice and 

deployment. To achieve this main objective, the following partial objectives were 

defined: 

• Review the related literature on IoT-based Face Recognition Systems and 

Embedded Facial Recognition Systems; 

• Proposal of a real-time detection and recognition solution; 

• Prototype construction and integration with a Database Management 

System and an IoT middleware platform; 

• Performance evaluation, demonstration, and validation of the complete 

solution. 

1.4 Main Contributions and Publications  

The main contribution of the research presented in this master's thesis is to 

advance the state of the art in evaluating the benefits of integrating a facial recognition 

system with an IoT middleware. In addition, an evaluation of the types of databases 

that can be used with the proposed IoT system, demonstrates the advantages obtained 

in this combination of technologies. Plus, produce new insights and knowledge by 
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analyzing the processing time for the different stages of the system and the robustness 

of detection and recognition techniques in different types of noise introduced in the 

photos, such as low lighting and distortions. 

During this research, one scientific paper has been published in a National 

Conference: 

▪ E. H. Teixeira, S. B. Mafra, J. J. P. C. Rodrigues, A. A. Werner, N. Silveira, 

and O. Diallo. “A Review and Construction of a Real-time Facial Recognition 

System,” in XII Simpósio Brasileiro de Computação Ubíqua e Pervasiva 

(SBCUP 2020), LX Congresso da Sociedade Brasileira de Computação 

(CSBC 2020), Cuiabá, MT, Brasil, 16-20 de Novembro, 2020, pp. 191–200. 

This paper presented contributions when comparing the processing time of 

different techniques under the same conditions and in the matter of choosing the 

detection and recognition architecture that allows a real-time operation. 

1.5 Thesis Statement 

Smart surveillance systems are a key topic in the society. Several have adopted 

this technology to improve security systems. An important part of any security system 

is the person identification mostly done by facial recognition. Therefore, this study 

aims to investigate a surveillance system based on IoT system, exploring facial 

detection and recognition techniques embedded in a device that performs them in real-

time. Important aspects for the choice and implementation of the proposed architecture 

were analyzed, such as processing time, accuracy, and robustness to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the system in the real-time recognition task and show that even under 

limited process conditions, it still manages to work with high precision.  

1.6 Document Organization 

The dissertation is organized in six chapters. Chapter 1 contains the motivation 

for the study and the problem definition, main objectives, research objectives, main 
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scientific contributions and publications, and conclude with the document 

organization.  

Chapter 2 presents a deep review of the state of the art in the topic and the most 

relevant concepts for the study, such as the IoT, computer vison for processing facial 

images, their contributions, applications and evolution in relation to more recent 

techniques. 

Chapter 3 shows the detection and recognition techniques for the proposed 

system. Going through the face detection methods, the align and normalization factor 

construction, the recognition stage based on a residual network, the training stage 

procedure and the database registration steps. 

Chapter 4 covers the IoT infrastructure for this proposal, which enables 

connections and storage, presenting sections of tools used in cooperation with FR 

systems, such as the software middleware and the database management system.   

Chapter 5 exposes the experiments and results found in several stages of the 

proposed architecture. Thus, presenting the six different scenarios used to evaluate the 

system performance and the variables analyzed in each one (detection efficiency, 

average detection time, recognition accuracy, average recognition time, assessment of 

blur interference and of light interference).  

To finish, Chapter 6 presents the main conclusions of this study, along with the 

lessons learned, and insights for future work.  
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2. Related Work 

This chapter presents the main concepts necessary for the development of this 

research. Some related works are compared to the proposed solution and an analysis 

of some relevant points of these works are addressed. 

2.1 Background on Internet of Things 

Internet of Things (IoT) applications require a connection for data exchange 

and are usually present in devices at the edge of the network. As a promising edge 

technology, it can be applied in several segments (e.g., smart cities, rural 

environments, residential applications, and security and monitoring scenarios), 

offering greater interaction and connectivity between different devices and 

applications [22]. 

The use of an IoT infrastructure allows that through these connections, devices 

can have greater intelligence and autonomy in their decision making. One of the 

systems that has undergone considerable evolution in recent years, has been video 

analysis. In this application, a traditional architecture may not be able to support the 

exchange of video from many cameras. As a result, several IoT applications have been 

proposed in which system intelligence is applied directly to the final device [23]. In 

these cases, the traditional system has been replaced by a system that uses computer 

vision techniques to implement automatic video analysis. This processing is performed 

on the local device itself and with that, it sends only the relevant data instead of the 

frames [24]. Then, the result of the video analysis can be stored for use in other 

applications. The accumulation of this data from IoT devices can also be used for big 

data analysis [22]. 

The selection of computer vision techniques that will be used depends on the 

specific requirements of each system and its adequate choice is of the utmost 

importance. In some cases, such as surveillance, requirements such as accuracy, 

processing time and robustness to variations in image quality, must be met for the 

system to respond efficiently. Thus, the correct choice of technique, together with the 
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optimization of resources, can be the key point in being able to identify people in 

uncontrolled images [25]. 

2.2 Computer Vision 

Computer vision (CV) is a recent field of computer science that seeks to find 

useful information from real objects and scenes detected in images. It is an area that 

has presented significant growth in the last 25 years and that has been the scope of 

several researches [26]. 

The goal of this emerging field is to build artificial systems that can extract 

information from images, that is, to make computers understand images and videos, 

through techniques of acquisition of scenes (sequence of videos, depth images, 

visualizations of multiple cameras and even multidimensional data of image sensors), 

processing, analysis and, finally, interpretation of captured images or videos [27]. 

CV seeks to mimic the human visual system, causing computers to process and 

identify images and videos in the same way. Thus, the structures of computer vision 

and human vision have similarities, that is, both have sensors that convert the light 

transmitted in the scene into an image, in addition to a mechanism of processing and 

interpretation [26], [27]. Briefly, in CV, the input is an image, and the output is the 

interpretation of a scene This way, computer vision allows to describe a real-world 

scene in one or more images, identify and reconstruct its properties from quantitative 

measurements, and produce an interpretation that will be used for a final decision 

making. 

In [26], Bhuyan discusses some essential techniques and applications of 

computer vision, such as: machine learning algorithms and their applications in 

medical image segmentation; motion estimation and object tracking, – widely used in 

video surveillance systems – face and facial expression recognition; gesture 

recognition and image fusion, the latter, widely used in surveillance. This is due to the 

incessant pursuit of security systems in reducing vulnerability, dealing with risks, and 
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avoiding accidents. CV, through sensor-based devices, facilitates the monitoring of 

any suspicious activity in industrial sites or other restricted locations [28]. 

Another way to create a more secure environment is to use machine learning 

technologies with network technologies. By creating different scenarios, the algorithm 

or technique can differentiate between safe and dangerous scenarios and detect moving 

objects in real-time, through devices embedded in sensors that can easily detect light 

waves across multiple spectrum ranges [29]. 

There are sensor devices, which capture as much detail as possible from an 

image, including infrared data and more distant images with greater accuracy, and so-

called interpretation device, which process image information and extract senses from 

it [2]. Thus, the behavior of an object is detected automatically and an intelligent 

surveillance system emits an alarm in case of any suspicious, threatening or illegal 

activity. Intelligent visual surveillance systems, offer safe monitoring of human 

activities, forestry, natural environments, human-machine interactions (HMI), content-

based video encoding and many other areas [26]. 

Many of the visual security systems still rely on a human operator to detect and 

monitor illegal and suspicious activity. This conventional technology works with 

traditional video motion detection through background changes and alerts security 

officials to suspicious activity [30]. However, this approach is subject to many errors, 

as natural elements such as dynamic backgrounds, slow leaf movements, and cloudy 

environments alter video characteristics, resulting in false alarms. Another major 

disadvantage is that this conventional technology cannot be used for large amounts of 

data, especially in metropolitan cities where the number of objects is larger, making it 

very costly and unsustainable [30]. 

With improved processing capacity, sensor-based devices and independent 

transport systems, there are now fully automatic security routines – data sent to the 

cloud and visual analysis are applied to track breaches – that are shown to be better 

than their human counterparts as the number of false alarms becomes smaller [31]. 
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It is known that in the past, computer vision applications were limited only to 

selected platforms. Today, there are many types of new technologies converging to 

help individuals or interested people use the video data that has already been collected, 

as well as data collected from new sources [26].  

When combined with devices connected to the Internet Protocol (IP), it allows 

you to create a set of real-time based applications. Such techniques added to advanced 

data analysis and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have led to a revolutionary journey into 

innovations. Video-transmitted data is an increasingly rapid sphere of big data or cloud 

computing along with IoT projects , and its importance is increasing to correspond to 

its profusion, being considered the great engines of this new technological world [32]. 

Such as intelligent surveillance systems that require the use of control systems 

and IoT technologies that allow users to monitor their private domains from anywhere 

with the help of Internet resources and sensor-based mobile devices. Still, these 

technologies help smart cities, driverless cars, and emergency departments. And even 

other lesser-known examples including Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) footage 

and sensor-based devices within the IoT widely used at airport check-in, a reader 

examines a passenger's boarding pass and a camera examines that person's face, 

without the video data that the camera captures, the system would be less useful [33]. 

The potential for visual IoT is enormous: identifying suspicious people in 

public domains or for access control, and effectively monitoring object movements to 

ensure that no suspicious activity is occurring [34]. 

2.3 Facial Recognition and Detection 

According to [1], Facial Recognition (FR) technologies currently involve 

countless researchers and is increasingly surpassing other biometric identification 

tools. This is because when using the human face, FR becomes a stable technology, 

which provides a high precision and a lower error rate than the others, since the human 

face changes little throughout life. 
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FR can be divided into steps such as: identifying, distinguishing and processing 

the face [35]. Still, this can be done in two ways: the first is by checking, where the 

current image is compared to a specific face requested earlier. And the second, by 

identification, where the current image is compared with multiple images within a 

database in order to determine some similarity[7].  

The facial detection method should locate points of interest such as the eye’s 

contour. These points are used for an algorithm to make facial alignment, thus allowing 

a more precise clipping of the region of interest, which will later be classified [3]. 

Among the best known techniques of facial detection and recognition (and CV) 

[36], it is worth highlighting the Viola-Jones algorithm, widely used for its efficiency 

in computing time, something that allowed its application in real-time systems [37]. 

2.3.1 Classical Approaches 

Several approaches can be used for the detection and recognition of human 

faces. Among the most well-known techniques, it can be mentioned the Haar-cascade 

algorithm, developed by Viola and Jones [36]. This algorithm is based on Haar-type 

features that use cascading classifiers and provide human face detection regardless of 

background conditions, size, shape, and color of the image [38]. It is widely used for 

its efficiency in computing time, which allowed its application in real-time systems 

[36]. 

In [36], the authors bring three main contributions: a new image representation 

that allows detector resources to be calculated quickly; a simple and efficient classifier 

to select a small number of critical visuals together very large of potential features, 

and finally a method for combining classifiers into a "cascade" that allows background 

regions of the image to be quickly dropped and focuses sorting on face-like parts. Such 

work has been so successful that it is used to this day because it does not require very 

sophisticated hardware and has excellent results [37], [39]–[43]. 

There are also appearance-based techniques such as Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA), Linear Discriminatory Analysis (LDA), Independent Component 
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Analysis (ICA), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). These techniques use machine 

learning to learn the characteristics of the model [44]. Although these techniques have 

good results, they are relatively difficult to implement, mainly due to the diversity of 

samples needed in the training phase. 

Feature descriptors are also applied as methods for FR. In a comparison 

between three descriptors of facial features: Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), 

Gabor and Local Binary Pattern (LBP), [35] presents the advantages and disadvantages 

of using each method.  

Considering embedded implementations, different techniques applied during 

the identification phase can also be noted. The Table 1 shows some systems 

implemented in a Raspberry Pi, where the authors use different detection and 

recognition techniques and the proposed solution in this work. In addition, the last 

column explains the destination of the recognition data applied for each one.  

Table 1 – Summary of the most relevant related works.  

Contributions Detection Technique Recognition Technique Applications 

Patil et al. 2014, [46]. Haar Cascade PCA + LDA DBMS 

Yadav et al. 2017, 

[47]. 

Haar Cascade PCA Display LCD 

Sajjad et al. 2017, 

[48]. 

Haar Cascade SVM Cloud Framework 

Wazwaz et al. 2018, 

[49]. 

Haar Cascade LBP Server App 

Nagpal et al. 2018, 

[50]. 

Haar Cascade LBPH Display OLED 

Espinosa et al. 2019, 

[51]. 

Haar Cascade LBP Smartphone App 

Purohit et al.  2019, 

[52]. 

Haar Cascade CNN (ResNet) Web Application 

Proposed Solution HOG + SVM CNN (ResNet) Middleware / DBMS 

 

As may be seen in [46], the authors propose a face detection and face 

recognition system to marking the student’s attendance in a classroom, to do that, they 

use DBMS with name and number of the students, in addition to facial images. In [47], 

the authors seek to verify the technique performance in gender identification, and the 
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information is presented on a Display LCD. To assist law enforcement agencies, [48] 

propose a face recognition framework where the classifier is stored and trained on the 

cloud. The [49] research’s offer a security system to public places (Malls, Universities, 

and airports) applied in a server app.  

The contribution of [50] is to develop a  system to identify suspicious 

individuals using a Display OLED to show the data output. Also [51] presents a design 

of a vehicle security and alert system based on facial recognition to identify the driver, 

the system interacts with the car´s owner by a smartphone app. The last contribution 

is by [52], were they developed a system using a smart speaker and mirror that can 

also display the information on the mirror itself, in order to improve usability of the 

home automation system among the smart home system in a web application.  

When considering an IoT scenario, the use of specific applications - developed 

with the intention of serving only a single device - can bring particularities that hinder 

interoperability with other equipment. This incompatibility occurs in some cases 

where there is the use of communication protocols or technologies that are not 

common to all platforms [34]. To solve this problem, the proposed system concentrates 

the data in a database and in an IoT middleware. Thus, the development of applications 

becomes more malleable in relation to the use of different protocols since access to 

this information is facilitated by the two technologies in which the data is concentrated 

[53]. 

2.3.2 Artificial Neural Network 

An Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) works analogously to biological neural 

structures, but are mathematical models with computational capacity acquired through 

hundreds or thousands of processing units c. The classic models of these networks are 

biologically inspired, being the isolated processing units, neurons, which when 

connected are capable of a data processing structure. They are organized into 

connected layers, which allow an input to pass through the network to the output layer, 

providing the response to that input.  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/computer-science/law-enforcement-agency
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ANN has been applied in the resolution of various tasks within the scope of 

computer vision. The basic principles of operation of these networks have been known 

for a long time, but in recent years, the interest in using these networks in a practical 

way has been increasing considerably [26], c. One of the main reasons for this growing 

attention by these networks is due to the great accuracy they present in classification 

challenges, such as the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 

(ILSVRC) [55], [56]. Another reason is that the greater processing power of the 

devices nowadays that facilitates the feasibility of applying this network. In addition, 

ANN has a variety of applications, such as image classification, character recognition, 

object detection, speech recognition, noise removal, image processing, instance 

segmentation, among others [57]. 

As mentioned earlier, ANNs replicate the biological form of the human neuron, 

and therefore it is common to group these artificial neurons to perform more complex 

operations [54], [58]. Figure 2 represents an ANN, where we can observe the entries 

in blue, the green circles are the hidden artificial neurons, and the red ones symbolize 

the output neurons. 

 

Figure 2 - Exemple of Artificial Neural Network. 
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In the simplified way, a neural network is formed by a sequence of fully 

connected layers, and each neuron receives its own weight configuration during the 

training stage. In this procedure, the parameters of each neuron are learned 

automatically through machine learning [54]. 

Considering supervised learning, the first step is to propagate multiple entries 

across the network and compare the responses obtained with the right response. For 

example, images labeled on the input are propagated over the network so that a weight 

adjustment occurs, capable of making any generic image applied to the network input 

able to be classified as to its type [58].  

This weight update technique is called backpropagation [58], in it, as its name 

says, a backpropagation of the error derivative occurs, that is, the values of the network 

parameters are adjusted by means of an optimization method, such as stochastic 

descending gradient. This process is iterated until the error is decreased to the smallest 

possible value. Lastly, we have the last layer, in which the circles in red can match the 

classes and it is through it that the network expresses the result of its operations. 

Another important point for correct training is the size of the labeled input 

dataset since the training is done when you know the correct answer to each input 

possibility and the network uses this same information for weight adjustment. Training 

an ANN with partially labeled or unlabeled outputs is also possible in some 

applications, but the focus of this work will be on supervised learning [57]. 

Analyzing the application of ANNs in images, we can perceive a high number 

of weights. To exemplify, considering an image of size 150x150x3 (150 pixels wide, 

150 high, and 3 color channels), we already have 150 ∗ 150 ∗ 3 = 67500 weights only 

considering neurons in the input layer, without considering the other layers [59]. Thus, 

it is possible to note that for larger image sizes, the number of weights tends to increase 

rapidly. Considering the weights of the posterior layers, we can say that the number of 

neurons present in each layer and the depth of the network are also strongly linked to 

the computational cost of the network during the training stage, as they directly affect 

the amount of weights to be adjusted.  
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The evolution of computational resources in recent years has facilitated the 

practical application of ANN in real problems. The favoring use of this network is due 

to recent advances in hardware, such as the emergence of general-purpose computing 

in GPUs, which has provided a major reduction in the training time of ANNs with 

complex architectures.  

The "neurons", basic units of an ANN, are called Perceptron. In this module, 

each input connection has an associated weight, so the more important the input is, the 

greater the weight tends to be. Conclusively, the perceptron output is the weighted sum 

of the input data, following a nonlinearity function to avoid the singularity problem 

that the sum generates, improving the generalization capacity of the model [60]. 

Perceptron contains only one neuron, being quite common in linearly separable 

system applications such as showed in Figure 3. The neuron is able to create a 

separation hyperplane between two classes, while the output is responsible for 

determining which of the two regions each data entered in the input belongs, so that 

the function performs well in returning the desired outputs as specified in the task [60]. 

 

Figure 3 - Perceptron with one neuron. 
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2.3.3 Convolutional Neural Network 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) can be defined as a type of neural 

network that has the convolution operation in one or more layers [58], being a 

specialized network type for processing data that has a grid-shaped layout.  

CNN architectures have achieved promising results in applications in computer 

vision, since this field of study is based on images, or in a simplified way, on a grid of 

pixels. This makes the architecture more efficient since certain specific properties of 

image processing are added to the network structure. In this context, in terms of 

architecture, a conventional ANN performs less than CNN, mainly because they do 

not scale well to images [61]. CNN are specially designed for visual signal processing 

and feature specific image processing properties in your network structure, making 

architecture more efficient. 

CNN has deep learning architectures that are like Multilayer Perceptron (MPL) 

networks, where neurons with weights that adjust during the training stage. The 

neurons of a CNN make the analysis of three dimensions: height, width, and depth, 

having connections only with neurons of the anterior layer that are in a nearby spatial 

position, called region of interest or receptive field. This visual signal processing 

property favors CNN compared to ANN, since traditional networks have their basic 

processing units fully connected [62]. 

ANN does not consider the spatial structure of the input pixels, considering 

them all as isolated units, something unfavorable in image analysis, where the distance 

of the pixels and their spatial structure can provide relevant information during the 

analysis. This property is based on the biological process contained in the visual cortex 

of animals, when a receptive field is observed [63]. 

As may be seen in Figure 4, neurons in a layer do not connect to every input, 

but to just one region of it. Still, both networks of each neuron perform a weighted 

sum of the inputs with their respective weights and then use an activation function to 

define the output value. 
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Figure 4 - Receptive Field of a neuron. 

In addition to performing better than an ANN in the image processing task, 

CNN eliminates the need for manual extraction of characteristics because the network 

itself is able to decide what are the best parameters to consider during training, and is 

a powerful machine learning algorithm that delivers state-of-the-art recognition results 

and is able to be retrained to meet other demands, allowing them to be built from pre-

trained networks machine learning [56]. 

CNN has a structure composed of several layers, where the convolutional layer 

is the key point and is present in all current models, something that differentiates them 

from the models of classical artificial neural networks. Figure 5 presents the 

architecture of CNN with its different layers. However, the model is simplified and 

presents only one layer of each type, and in fact the CNN models are composed of 

several layers distributed interleaved [59].  
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Figure 5 - Basic blocks of a CNN architecture. 

Following this context, [64], [65] built the first CNN architecture applied to a 

practical operation, the recognition of numerical numerals, reaching at the time, the 

state of the art in solving this problem. Table 2 shows the architecture of this CNN, 

LeNet-5, where it is possible to observe, as mentioned earlier, the repetition of some 

types of layers and the alternation between them.  

Table 2 - LeNet-5 architecture. 

LeNet Layer Feature map Size Kernel Size Stride Activation 

Input Image 1 32x32 - - - 

1 Convolution 6 28x28 5x5 1 tanh  

2 Average pooling 6 14x14 2x2 2 tanh 

3 Convolution 16 10x10 5x5 1 tanh 

4 Average pooling 16 5x5 2x2 2 tanh 

5 Convolution 120 1x1 5x5 1 tanh 

6 Fully Connected - 84 - - tanh 

Output Fully Connected - 10 - - softmax 

After the emergence of LeNet, there has been a great evolution that has enabled 

the creation of deeper and more complex architectures, with different layers and 

operations organizations [17]. Thus, the following sections present their respective 

structures, to explain in more detail, the functioning and basic components of a CNN, 
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being them: convolution layer, pooling layer and activation function, and fully 

connected layer. 

Convolution layer 

Convolutional layers consist of several neurons responsible for applying filters 

on specific parts of the input image. They are composed of a set of neurons responsible 

for calculating the output values of each neuron connected to a certain region of the 

input volume through convolution with the filters contained in this structure, that is, it 

aims to extract a set of characteristics of the layer immediately preceding it. Thus, each 

neuron is connected to a set of neurons of the previous layer, and for each connection 

is assigned a weight, called a synaptic weight. The input weights of each neuron are 

combined with each other, producing an output that is passed to the next layer. The 

weights attributed to the connections between neurons play the role of a convolutional 

filter applied in the spatial domain [54].  

The sharing of weights is the property responsible for enabling the application 

of neural networks in spatially dense data, such as images, by the significant reduction 

of parameters in the network. This reduction happens in comparison to the standard 

model of feedforward networks, since instead of each neuron receiving as input all 

elements produced in the previous layer, in CNN to produce each map of 

characteristics the number of weights is limited to the size of the filter applied (filter 

height x filter width x depth of the previous layer). Over the depth of filters, typically 

the first convolution layer processes a small amount of input channels (one for 

grayscale images, three for color channels, among others), while the other layers start 

processing the number of slices generated as feature maps. In this sense, the shallower 

layers of the network tend to learn lower-level characteristics, and as deeper layer 

convolutions are performed,  the filters come around more complex characteristics, 

such as textures and parts of an object [59], [66]. They have a set of parameters that 

are adjusted during the network training process. 

These filters are adjusted to be activated in the presence of relevant 

characteristics identified in the input, in a network training step. Convolutional layer 

neurons use local connectivity, see Figure 6, each neuron in the N layer is connected 
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to only a few neurons of the N+1 layer, rather than connecting to all neurons in the 

layer. Neurons of the same layer are grouped together, and their outputs form 

characteristic maps. 

 

Figure 6 - The blue silhouette in the N+1 layer represents a map of characteristics, defined as the 

grouping of neurons of the same layer. 

The ability to find a hierarchical structure of characteristics is the main reason 

why CNN works so well for pattern recognition in images. Hierarchical learning, 

exemplified by the adapted abstraction of [66] presented in Figure 7 demonstrates as 

the kernels (or convolutional filter) that are closer to the network input have more 

primitive characteristics, and as the network deepens, the later layers begin to display 

more complex representations. 

 

Figure 7 - Representation of convolutional layers in a spatial hierarchy. Adapted from: [66] 
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The kernel allows you to extract increasingly complex, abstract visual concepts 

from  an image, creating representations of the image as highlighting edges, shape, 

texture, or some other characteristic that is pertinent [66], [67]. This is how the network 

learns to identify these specific structures, such as eyebrow, eye, nose, and mouth, 

because they represent useful partial information in identifying within an image. 

Therefore, applying filters on the input image is the most important part of a CNN, 

since it is in these layers that much of the processing is performed. The filters typically 

employed in these layers have reduced spatial dimension (height and width), but 

extend throughout the depth of the input volume, as an example, a kernel applied to 

the input layer can be 7x7x3 in size, i.e., 7 pixels wide and in height, and 3 pixels deep, 

which is the same number of channels present in an RGB digital image. 

There are two parameters that can influence the size of the map characteristics, 

the padding and stride [67]. Stride (also used in pooling layers) in a simplified way, 

represents how fast filters will move through the image. The filter size will define the 

size of the neighborhood that each neuron of the layer will process. Therefore, this 

value defines the size of the jump in pixels between each fragment of the image, in 

other words, indicates the way the convolution will be performed. For example, when 

the stride value is equal to 1, the filter is moved one pixel at a time, when the value is 

equal to 2, the filter jumps two pixels at a time, and so on. This may produce smaller 

output volumes. The higher the stride value, the lower the output volume. By default, 

in convolutions and applications involving image recognition, the stride is set to l x l, 

moving 1 pixel at a time in one of the directions. 

Depending on the size of the filter and step size there may be a need to evaluate 

the filter value in a region outside the image, when it is necessary to fill the edges of 

an image, we use the fill parameter to define the size of that border. For this process 

to occur, you must fill the region of the edges of the image with zeros. The number of 

rows and columns that will be populated are given by this parameter. 

When using padding, that is, when elements are added at the edge of the input 

array with zero value, this allows to apply the filter to all elements of the input array.. 

All these parameters are important in the training stage. Figure 8 shows how the 
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convolution operation is performed, where a filter with these parameters is applied 

over a given region of the image matrix. 

 

Figure 8 - Partial convolutional layer, using a 3x3 filter. 

It is important to note that not all combinations of these factors are possible 

since the size of the output volume must be an integer. From the behavior of 

convolutional layers, it is possible to conclude that they work as extractors of 

characteristics, not as classifiers, and so there is a need to add layers fully connected 

to the end of the architecture. Also, it is worth highlighting certain characteristics of 

CNNs that contrast with certain paradigms of the models of shallow architectures. The 

first one would-be sparse connectivity. This type of connectivity happens since the 

kernel has much smaller dimensions than the input matrix, generating a local spatial 

correlation by applying a local connectivity pattern between neurons of adjacent 

layers. Unlike what we see in global MLPs architectures. In Figure 9 it is possible to 

verify that when the model makes use of Matrix Multiplication (MLP), in this, all 

output units are affected by input, and in the use of the convolutional layer, using a 

size 3 kernel, only three units of the output layer are affected by the input. 
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Figure 9 - Global connectivity (MLP) and Sparse connectivity (CNN). 

The second characteristic is the local receptive fields: they are modeled by 

limiting the input connections in each neuron only to elements within a given 

neighborhood established on the signs of previous layers, as shown in Figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 10 - CNN receptive local field example. 

When analyzing the Figure 10, it is noted that only the connected region in the 

figure affects the output neuron N1. This highlighted region is the name of the local 

receptive field of the N1 output neuron. The same goes for the N2 output neuron.  
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Finally, we have parameter sharing, which occurs because the same filters are 

applied at different locations in the input array, causing patterns that occur frequently 

in the input array and that are located anywhere in the input can be learned. As we can 

see in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 - Parameter connections. Connections in the same color represent weights or kernel 

elements being shared. 

For the authors in [44], the use of the characteristics mentioned above allow 

CNNs to store fewer parameters, reducing memory requirements of the model and 

improving its statistical efficiency. In addition, the generation of the results obtained 

requires fewer operations, which allows a great improvement in the efficiency of these 

network models.  

Pooling layers  

Pooling layers are typically used immediately after convolutional layers, and 

are responsible for trying to find the most important and meaningful information [44]. 

Also, according to the authors, the pooling layers replace the output of the 

convolutional layers in each region with a summarized statistic of the nearest outputs, 

which generates a reduction in the number of neurons in the previous layer. 

The function that reports this value from a given region is called the pooling 

function. In addition to this, a lot of functions are used such as: the mean, the L2 

standard or the weighted average of the local region  analyzed [54]. 

An important property of pooling is that it provides a fixed-size output array c. 

For example, an application that makes use of 100 filters in the convolution layers, in 
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pooling each filter will result in a 100-dimensional output vector, indifferent to the 

filter size, or even the size of the input. Therefore, in applications involving 

classification of texts, where input vectors must have the same size, sentences and 

filters of different sizes will always result in an output vector of the same dimension, 

thus enabling the use of the classifier [54]. 

When applied to image recognition, the grouping provides a value for the 

analyzed region. The max pooling operator will always choose the maximum value 

[59]. Figure 12 shows the maximum operator for a 4x6 matrix with a 2x2 size filter. 

 

Figure 12 - Pooling using Max operator, with 2x2 filter and stride equal to 2. 

Activation Function 

On CNN, activation functions are intended to determine the activation or not 

of a neuron. An activated neuron implies propagation of its signal to the next layer of 

the network. If the neuron is an output neuron, then its activation function determines 

the output of the network [59]. Mathematically, this occurs through the computation 

of a neuron given by the sum of the product of the input values and their corresponding 

weights, in this result an activation function is applied that determines the output value 

of the neuron [54]. 

With the appropriate activation function, a neural network model can solve 

nonlinear problems such as those involving image manipulation, video, audio, and 

speech recognition. The convolution of a CNN is a linear system, and thus multiple 

convolutions, cascading, would also form a linear system. Therefore, in so that a CNN 
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can solve nonlinearly separable problems, it is necessary to use nonlinear activation 

functions between each convolution layer [58]. As shown in the Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13 - ReLu function applied in Feature Map example. 

It is also important to consider the choice of activation function. This 

characteristic allows the use of the backpropagation training method, which allows the 

propagation of the error and, consequently, the adjustment of weights. The 

backpropagation algorithm was proposed by [53] in the 1980s, and to this day it is 

relevant when it comes to neural network training. In this context, the functions of 

logistic activation (sigmoid) and hyperbolic tangent (tanh) have become extremely 

popular because they are smoother approximations of the step function and allowed 

the application backpropagation. The sigmoid function is an asymmetric function that 

produces only non-negative real values in the range between 0 and 1, so it is 

recommended to use it in binary classification problem [54]. However, some for some 

applications, the sigmoid function can be a problem, precisely because it produces only 

non-negative actual values, in the interval between zero and one, thus the hyperbolic 

tangent function becomes useful, because it is only a staggered version of the sigmoid 

function [69]. Because the hyperbolic tangent function is symmetric relative to the 

origin, it produces real output values in the range between minus one and one. 

There are also activation functions considered modern as rectified linear 

(ReLU) and maxout, which are linear by parts, computationally inexpensive and work 

well in practice. In [70], the most commonly used activation function in convolutional 

neural networks is the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) in which negative values are 

replaced by zero and positive values are maintained. 
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For several authors, ReLU computationally has some advantages, taking into 

account the other activation functions mentioned, such as:  do not saturate, do not have 

explosion problems or gradient disappearance, simplify gradient propagation and 

retropropagation steps to decrease the complexity of the calculations involved, 

efficiency  and sparse representation of the model [69]. 

It is noteworthy that, the last one allows CNNs not to need pre-training, making 

the process more efficient. These specialties show the relevance of the ReLU function 

and its variations in the context of CNNs. In addition to computational efficiency, the 

use of ReLU functions is justified, since their composition allows the approximation 

of more complex functions [71]. Furthermore, it is because of these reasons that the 

use of ReLU accelerates the learning of deep CNNs and has allowed the training of 

increasingly deep topologies [71]. 

Fully Connected Layer 

CNNs networks have one or more fully connected layers. The purpose of this 

layer is to use the highest-level feature maps generated in the previous layers - 

convolutional and pooling - to perform classification of input data into multiple classes 

based on a training set [59]. Unlike the previous layers, where weights are connected 

to only a certain region, fully connected layers are formed by a neural network fully 

connected with all neurons of the previous layer (usually pooling), and it is necessary 

to convert the map of characteristics into only one vector [39]. 

It is also composed of a last layer, called output layer, where each neuron 

represents a certain class (target) of the model, so the number of neurons in the output 

layer corresponds to the number of classes present in the model. It is noteworthy that 

if only the fully connected layer is analyzed, it is possible to identify it as a traditional 

MLP neural network [57]. This is responsible for classifying the received 

characteristics, generally using a SoftMax function in the output units, which obtains 

the probability of an input image belonging to a particular class [17]. 
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2.3.4 CNN Models  

In the following, the main CNN models found in the literature and that were 

chosen to perform this work are discussed. 

CNN Architectures  

Much of CNN's current popularity comes from the results obtained from the 

2012 Edition of ILSVRC, reported in [72]. The authors used a technique proposed by 

Yan Lecun [65] in the 1990s. 

As mentioned earlier, another important factor for studies on CNN is the 

increase in computational power that has been going on since the beginning of the 

century.  

There are several CNN architectures with a huge range of applications. Next, 

we will discuss architectures selected for their historical importance or relevance in 

the face of the challenges of classification of images on large bases, specifically those 

winners of the 2012 to 2015 editions of the ILSVRC classification challenge [55]. 

AlexNet developed by the authors of [72], is a CNN architecture with more 

than 60 million parameters winning ILSVRC large-scale visual recognition challenge 

in 2012. It surpassed the performance of state-of-the-art methods of that time in the 

competition, it scored 16% error compared to second place with 26% error in the Top-

5 ranking, drawing attention to the potential of deep CNNs. Basically, this network 

consists of eight layers, the first five consisting of convolutional layers (some of them 

followed by max pooling layers) and the last three formed by fully connected layers. 

According to [73], AlexNet uses the rectified linear unit (ReLU) as an 

activation function. In addition, it employs the use of the dropout technique to avoid 

over-fitting the network, in which it consists of zeroing the output values of a neuron 

from a layer with a 50% chance. In this way, the network learns more robust 

descriptors, since it eliminates the contribution of some neurons and takes away the 

assurance that one neuron can depend on another.  
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Compared to LeNet, AlexNet is larger, deeper, works with color images at 

higher resolution and has a greater number of feature maps stacked per layer  

ZefNet [74], ILSVRC 2013's winning architecture, has made important 

improvements over the hyperparameters that define AlexNet, expanding the size of 

intermediate convolution layers and reducing the size of the filters of the first 

convolution layer. This work also proposes network reversal layers in the structure 

called deconvnet, allowing the visualization of the activations produced by the 

characteristic maps along the CNN layer hierarchy.  

The GoogLeNet [75], which was developed by Google researchers, is a 22-

layer architecture and the winner of the 2014 edition of ILSVRC. It brings a module 

called Inception that considerably reduces the number of network parameters 

compared to AlexNet. The Inception module combines filters of different sizes 

creating mixed and wider layers. Added to this, it eliminates the fully connected layers 

typically used on top of CNNs, and puts in place an average pooling layer, thereby 

eliminating more training parameters. Improvements to the original model were 

proposed by [76], [77]. 

A VGGNet [78] was the winning architecture of the localization challenge and 

second place in the ILSVRC 2014 edition ranking challenge. It showed that the depth 

of the network is a crucial component for performance improvement. VGGNet is an 

extremely homogeneous architecture in two models, with 16 or 19 convolution layers 

alternating with grouping, followed by 3 layers fully connected at the end of the 

network. It uses 3 x 3 filters across the network with clusters in 2 x 2 windows. 

Compared to GoogLeNet, it has higher demand for memory and parameters.  

A ResNet developed by [79] was the winning architecture of the ILSVRC 2015 

edition and enable the development of neural networks deeper than traditional CNNs. 

Its main contributions are the inclusion of special connections called Skip connections, 

in addition to the use of batch normalization. Such innovations have allowed the 

training of considerably deeper networks reaching 1000 layers, but with less 

complexity than the shallower networks proposed so far.  
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Its architecture consists of multiple convolution layers combined with Skip 

connections. As shown in [80], the increase of layers can generate a degradation in the 

accuracy of the training. In their experiments, the authors of [61] demonstrate that the 

use of deep residual neural networks converge faster than flat (conventional) neural 

networks and exhibit lower errors during training and validation. 
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3. Proposal of Image Processing Architecture 

A surveillance structure is usually composed of cameras with good resolution, 

connected to processing and storage equipment. The proposal intended here is to use 

this structure to provide an automatic analysis of the images coming from the camera 

with the application of detection techniques and FR in real-time. In addition, the 

proposed system includes a comparative analysis of processing time in some 

operations. Therefore, the real-time FR system works in Raspberry Pi 3 Model B 

hardware and the operational system of a Raspbian. Basically, surveillance camera 

images are sent to the Raspberry via the standard 802.11n wireless. During 

transmission, these images are received and processed, creating a record with 

information about the detection and identification of all individuals who were within 

the range of the camera. 

Due to the ease of connection to the hardware, many works in the literature use 

the standard Raspberry camera. In this document, a standard surveillance camera 

model is used, which guarantees the prototype shown in Figure 14, greater fidelity in 

relation to real surveillance systems. Moreover, the use of this wireless standard for 

data exchange, allows the hardware and the camera to be installed at different 

locations. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the designed system has two relevant 

characteristics: the first is the operation in real-time and the second is the use of a 

model that has high precision of FR. The recognition technique used in this work, has 

an accuracy of 99.38%, shown by the authors in [81], using the Labeled Faces in the 

Wild (LFW), one of the most widely used databases for reference in FR systems [82]. 

In the performance evaluation section of this work, this result is proven. 

 

Figure 14 - Standart surveillance camera model and propotype. 
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3.1 Detection 

Detection systems are widely used as a solution to various computer vision 

problems. In facial recognition systems, one of the first steps is the detection of the 

faces [83]. Detection makes up part of a preprocessing, required to find one or more 

faces in an image. Facial localization consists of the use of one or more techniques 

capable of estimating the position of faces within an image, or in a video frame. 

3.1.1 Detection Techniques 

Among the various techniques present in the literature, the best-known detector 

is the Viola-Jones, which was widely used due to its efficiency in computing time. 

Even today, it is the main search algorithm in many jobs, despite presenting itself as a 

good detector only for faces in front position, and a certain compromise of results when 

the faces  are in  a different direction [84]. Another very popular method is the HOG, 

presented in [85], which aims to extract specific characteristics in the images. Its 

choice as a detection technique in this architecture is due to its good results, combined 

with its processing speed, which will be presented in later experiments in this 

dissertation. The algorithm is based on the idea that the contours of an object can be 

identified many times by the intensity of the gradients of the edges, without a prior 

knowledge of the position of such edges. 

HOG extracts the characteristics based on the image gradients, by manipulating 

the frames to generate gradient vectors of intensity, with directions that depend on the 

variation between pixels. It does not examine the characteristics of the full image, but 

rather of subdivisions of the image, called cells [86]. It then calculates the gradient of 

each cell and the extracted gradient vectors providing a way of visualizing the faces 

within an image, similar to what is shown in the Figure 15. 
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Figure 15 - Exemple of HOG filter learned via MMOD. 

The HOG has extraction capabilities based on geometric characteristics, so it 

is possible to maintain a good invariance to the optical changes of a local image, which 

is that increases the robustness of the technique against lighting problems. 

The Support Vector Machines (SVM) algorithms establish a learning technique 

used in the task of detecting and classifying training data. The SVM algorithm works 

with the idea of finding a hyperplane in an N-dimensional space, which classifies the 

input data distributed over points in that space. 

The objective of the technique is to find a hyperplane that separates the data 

and, at the same time, stay as far away from both sides ensuring a high generalization. 

In this context, the hyperplane that maximizes the distance from both sides and 

simultaneously manages to divide the two sets, becomes a result of an ideal training. 

Through the example presented in the Figure 16, we can see that A and B do not 

correspond to ideal values of separation. 
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Figure 16 - Example of class separation lines.  

As demonstrated in Figure 17, there are many hyperplanes that can be traced 

to separate the data points. In this case, the goal of the SVM algorithm will be to find 

a plane that has the maximum distance between data points of different classes. 

Maximizing margin distance enables future data to be classified with greater 

confidence. Thus, the points used to determine the maximum distance between data 

points of distinct classes are referred to as support vectors (see Figure 17). Therefore, 

the essence of the SVM algorithm lies in finding the support vectors that determine 

the maximum distance between data points of distinct classes. 

 

Figure 17 - Exemple of an support vector machine (SVM). 
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Separation hyperplanes depend solely on support vectors, which are found 

during training. However, because most real problems are not linearly separable and 

SVMs are binary classifiers, it is necessary to use multiple binary SVMs to build a 

multiclass classifier, that is, the larger classification problem is subdivided into several 

binary problems. Furthermore, increasing dimensions can also cause an optimization 

problem to fail for a Linear SVM. 

The HOG used in this structure was trained by a Max-Margin Object Detection 

(MMOD) method, which plays a similar role to SVM - maximizing margins and 

sections. MMOD training makes system performance improved by attenuating missed 

detections and false alarms. It can be used to improve any method of detecting objects, 

whose scoring functions are linear in the learned parameters [87], allowing the 

identification of faces within the frames in which the technique is applied, and the 

transmission to the recognition step. 

 

Figure 18 - Face Dectection Method HOG+SVM 
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MMOD optimization is used to improve the classification of the algorithm, its 

objective function is presented in the equation (1), which is intended to minimize the 

detection error. In this equation, C is the variable that allows defining the relationship 

of commitment between minimizing errors in the training set in relation to the 

complexity of the system. This variable is usually configured in the application of the 

SVM technique, since MMOD and SVM operate in analogous way, addressing the 
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concept of maximum margin and optimization by cutting plane. w is defined as the 

parameter of a vector that leads to fewer detection errors and ξ is an upper limit of the 

loss incurred by the training example. 

The facial model used was defined with parameters C = 50 and ξ = 0.01C, 

according to [87]. In practical terms, this step defines the set of coordinates where the 

face clipping will be. In this way, the clipped face is sent to the alignment step, 

reducing the complexity of the problem. All frames go through clippings until all 

present faces are found, if no images are found within a given frame, the process 

terminates, and a new frame is read. 

Lin et al. [88] suggest the use of more advanced features, such as the use of 

CNN for facial detection. Neural network-based detection methods have been 

notorious since the last century. They started with face detection only for the front 

position and then started detecting rotated faces [88]. CNN has mastered many 

computer vision tasks, which justifies the growth of this type of technique in the 

detection stage.  

The advantage of applying this type of net is the ease of adaptation when the 

face is in position or angle variations. However, some authors claim that CNN has a 

high computational cost and presents better performance when running on Graphics 

Processing Units (GPU’s) [88].  

3.2 Align and Normalization 

Facial alignment also attracts great research interest, as it is a challenging factor 

when the face is under partial occlusion, low illumination or in a very different 

angulation from the frontal position [89]. A face aligner is usually constructed offline 

through manual sample mining operations. 
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Figure 19 - Align and resize of the main landmarks on the face. 

To perform the alignment, a 68 point landmarks pose predictor is used, based 

on regression trees [90]. It is used in the image to estimate the positions of the main 

landmarks on the face, such as eyes, nose, mouth, and face contour, as shown in Figure 

19. These geometric representations provide metrics and positions that can be used to 

aid in detection techniques and FR [91]. After identifying where the face is and what 

its position, the face is normalized and aligned using a simple 2D transformation, 

making the images sent to the network have eyes and nose in similar places in all the 

photos. Projects like OpenFace [92], also work with this type of normalization. 

Herewith, the images received by the Raspberry go through the HOG application, and 

when the gradient vectors, in part of the image, correspond the facial model, a new 

face is detected and sent to the Residual Network (ResNet). 

3.3 Recognition 

FR can be used in two ways, the first is for verification, comparing the current 

image with a specific face previously requested. The second way is for identification, 

in which the current image is compared with a database, to determine the similarity 

between the current image and any of the images that are registered in the database. 

The application developed in this work uses the second case, in which the image is 

tested alongside all the users registered in the system. The embedded code was written 

in python and uses some specific libraries for image treatment, such as OpenCV [50]. 
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3.3.1 Residual Network 

The structure used in recognition is a CNN, more specifically, a ResNet. 

Residual Networks make use of previous layer information more efficiently compared 

to a flat CNN structure [93]. This makes convolutional filters carry more information 

to detect patterns. This feature allowed the creation of a 152-layer ResNet, that is, 8 

times deeper than one of its main predecessors: the VGG [94].  

Deep networks naturally integrate more levels of resources due to the number 

of stacked layers, which can greatly increase their accuracy. The problem is that deeper 

networks are usually harder to train. The use of a residual learning structure facilitates 

network training since the layers are reformulated and learn from residual functions. 

In this case, the lower layers reference the residual block input data, rather than 

learning only from unreferenced functions, optimizing the process. 

The combination of depth and the use of residual blocks has made the ResNet-

152 [93] achieve greater accuracy due to its depth gain, and reach a lower complexity, 

even with the increase in the number of layers. 

The degradation problem suggests that solvers may have difficulty approaching 

identity mappings by multiple nonlinear layers. With this, even after increasing the 

depth of the network, the accuracy can remain constant or even decrease by the effect 

of saturation. The central idea of ResNet to reduce this problem, is to introduce the 

"identity shortcut connection". Identity shortcuts are particularly important not to 

increase the complexity of architectures. Despite this, the entire network can still be 

trained end to end by SGD [95] with backpropagation [96]. 

In the comparison between simple and residual networks, we have the addition 

of an identity shortcut. In this case, shortcut connections simply perform identity 

mapping, and their outputs are added to the outputs of the stacked layers. As we can 

see in the Figure 20, the flat architecture is presented first. Soon after, the equivalent 

residual network is presented, with the shortcut connections, both with the same 

number of parameters, depth, width and computational cost. 
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Figure 20 - Example of a CNN 34-layers in a plain and residual variants. From: [93]. 
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The process of building this network is like that of a conventional CNN, but as 

stated earlier, incorporates residual layers along with convolutions, which act as 

nonlinear functions of convolutive layers. The intention of adding this new layer is to 

prevent accuracy from derailing in cases where deeper networks are being used.  

A residual block from ResNet has two convolutive layers in its infrastructure 

and two Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation functions, as shown in the Figure 21. 

The residual layer differs from the other convolutive layers, in the sense that its output 

is the sum of the output of the second convolutive layer with the input of the residual 

layer. This structure allows deeper layers to directly receive data from the most 

superficial layers. 

 

Figure 21 - Conventional learning and Residual learning. 

In a non-residual CNN, the network is trained to adapt its parameters to all 

content F(x) + x. In the residual architecture the value of x is added directly to the 

output through identity operations, so the network must adjust only to the content F(x). 

As a result, the residual network becomes simpler to optimize and achieves high 

accuracy.  

The advantage of the ReLU activation function is to avoid vanishing or 

exploding gradient problems in positive values, while reducing negative values to zero 

[71]. This activation function can be used to improve the learning speed of deep neural 
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networks, and for this reason has become one of the most widely used in deep learning 

problems.  

ResNet was evaluated in the ImageNet classification dataset [56], more 

specifically in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge, which 

consists of 1000 classes. The results were considerably low training and classification 

errors. In addition to presenting data generalization. This indicates that the degradation 

problem is well solved and it was possible to obtain precision gains with increasing 

depth. 

3.3.2 Network Training Stage 

As said before, the proposed FR works with deep metric learning and has been 

trained using the machine learning toolkit, Dlib [97]. This network has the capacity to 

perform FR through deep metric learning, and this architecture is based on ResNet-34 

of [93], but with a reduced number of filters and presents 29 layers, as show in Figure 

22. 
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Figure 22 - Network architeture of the ResNet 29. 
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The ResNet used was trained with an input set of about 3 million faces, derived 

primarily from two large data sets, the face scrub dataset [98] and VGG dataset [99]. 

The collected images presented different resolutions, so a pre-processing was done to 

leave all faces aligned, normalized and with a fixed size of 150x150 pixels before it 

could be used for network training. 

The training process works by analyzing three face images at a time, two from 

the same person (Face 1-A and 1-B) and one from a different person (Face 2). Then, 

the algorithm analyzes the measurements it is currently generating for each of these 

three images. Weights are adjusted so that the neural network always generates vectors 

of 128 similar dimensions for images of the same person and distant values when 

working with the image of a different person. This process is shown in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23 - Learning triplet process. 

After repeating this step millions of times, for millions of images of many 

different individuals, the neural network learns to generate 128 measurements reliably 

for each person. Being that photos of the same person, they should always provide 

approximately the same measurements. The advantage is that the training is done prior 

to its application in a real system. Therefore, even if the training takes a long time, the 

network can still deliver quick results when it operates in the stage of executing the 

recognition algorithm [54]. 

The images collected for construction of the bank were under different levels 

of brightness, color, intensity, and angle when they were used for training purposes. 

The use of images on different variations, increases the robustness of the system and 

the chances that new images in different conditions may have better results when the 

recognition system is applied. 
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3.3.3 Database Registration Stage 

In this step, a folder containing photos of people with their names is indicated. 

With that, the algorithm goes through the folder and analyzes the faces present inside 

each one. Figure 24 shows the complete flow, which is repeated until all users are 

registered. This analysis is done by converting an image into a matrix and applying a 

classifier to find the face within the image. The classifier used was a combination of 

HOG and SVM, due to the good results obtained in previous works already mentioned. 

The result of the detection performed by this technique can be seen in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24 - New images registration sequence. 

When the facial images are sent to the metric network, it generates a metric 

vector of 128 dimensions of the faces of each person. The network has 29 layers of 

convolution which is a simplified version of ResNet-34 with some layers removed and 

a smaller number of filters per layer.  

3.3.4 Recognition Flow 

The facial recognition process is done constantly, through a processing flow of 

facial images cut in size 150x150 during the detection process. The predictor is used 

in the image to estimate the positions of the main landmarks on the face. After 

identifying where the face is and what is its position, the face is normalized and 

aligned. As a result, the images sent to the network have eyes and nose in similar places 

in all the photos.  
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Next step is to compare the faces found with the list of people registered in the 

system. This search is made through correspondences between the vectors of 128 

dimensions that have the shortest Euclidean distance, that is, the person in the database 

who presents the measurements closest to each of found faces. If no image in the 

database has measurements close, the result returned will be “unknown”. A K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN) algorithm was used, which implements the Euclidean distance for 

decision. The expression that describes the implemented rule is given by equation  (2), 

where the closest vectors are recognized via distance metric, in which p and q 

represents the generic points of two different vectors. 

𝑑(𝑝, 𝑞) = √(𝑝1 − 𝑞1)2 + (𝑝2 − 𝑞2)2+ ⋯ + (𝑝𝑛 − 𝑞𝑛)2 =  √∑ (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖)2𝑛
𝑖=1    (2) 

The complete and detailed flow of the entire system proposed during the 

operation stage is shown in Figure 25. This flow covers from the moment of capturing 

the images and applying the sequence of techniques, until the display of the system's 

output results.  

 

Figure 25 - Full flow of system operating mode. 

When you go through the recognition step, all detected faces are rated. This 

process returns the username of the database or the "unknown" code. The Figure 26 

shows two of these cases. The first, in which the detected face is registered in the 
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system and the second, in which the user is not yet registered. If a user's face is detected 

as unknown in the video stream, there is a command capable of adding that face to the 

existing set. This allows the registration of any user, even with the system running. 

 

Figure 26 - System output examples. 
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4. Support Structure for Internet of Things 

The Internet was initially designed for connections between computers, but 

with the miniaturization of electronic components and technologies, smaller and 

smaller devices could communicate using this data network.  

The increasingly intense development of objects enabled to connect to the 

Internet brings a new concept of network use: the so-called Internet of Things (IoT). 

The first applications of IoT consisted of controlling remote objects and collecting data 

from them through a mobile app. This perspective has been evolving and today 

changes even the way data is generated. 

The term IoT refers to a system of smart devices or that has the ability to 

connect and exchange data, promoting increasingly intelligent and connected 

scenarios. In other words, it is a network of sensory devices with IP addresses capable 

of generating, transmitting, storing, and receiving millions of data daily without any 

human assistance. 

IoT predicts a world in which physical, digital, and virtual objects are 

interconnected on a network that supports higher order applications and comes from 

automated data processing from an existing state or the environmental state in which 

it is immersed. This data is then passed to a processing node where it is parsed, and 

then is passed back to the smart object.  

Cisco estimates that IoT emerged between 2008 and 2009, when the number 

of internet-connected devices exceeded the number of people on earth [100]. 

Currently, IoT has gained strength with the growing number of interconnected physical 

objects providing interactions and is considered the most promising technology today. 

IoT can include many applications designed to help many sectors such as 

industry, transportation, markets, education, agriculture, health, environment and 

smart cities [101], and it is estimated that by the end of 2020, there will be about 30 

billion IoT devices or devices worldwide [2]. 
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This is due to the increased exchange of data on increasingly simple devices, 

so the trend is that in some years, billions of objects are connected and communicating 

(Evolution of the Normal Internet to IoT). Something that is inserted in the IoT 

paradigm, which has as main role to be a fundamental facilitator of the integration of 

various application solutions and communication technologies [101]. 

As the increase in the number of connected devices grows exponentially, the 

number of data generated, therefore, in addition to the intelligence to enable large-

scale communication, the storage of this data also becomes complex requiring an 

adequate tool, since in IoT scenarios the data generated are responsible for making 

system decision-making.  

The growth of multimedia traffic in IoT has led to discoveries of new 

techniques, such as IoMT devices. Although they need greater demands for their 

operation, IoMT is very versatile, and it has been used in several areas such as 

emergency response systems, traffic monitoring, criminal inspection, smart cities, 

smart homes, smart hospitals, smart agriculture, surveillance systems and Industrial 

IoT (IIoT) [14]. Nevertheless, IoMT, still according to [14], need to overcome some 

challenges for multimedia communication such as, heterogeneous devices and data, 

strict QoS, dynamic networks, rand delay sensitivity and reliability requirements.  

An example of IoMT use is the very way surveillance systems have been 

evolving, as shown in Figure 27. In classic surveillance systems the camera is able to 

do the recording and storage on disk, already if we consider more current systems, in 

addition to storage, the technology present in the system is able to process the images 

of the camera and use them as a means to generate data and take actions, such as 

recognizing a person in an image and making records related to this information, either 

on the disk itself or in the cloud.  
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Figure 27 - Representation of a Smart Surveilance System. 

In both cases, different applications can take advantage of the collected data 

and make the system even smarter, giving more information to the user or increasing 

security in monitoring environments. Some interesting tools are known to enable this 

type of application: an information concentrator called Middleware can act as a 

gateway to these devices, also acting as a form of intelligence and connection, since 

these scenarios can present heterogeneous and complex environments, such as IoT 

networks in smart cities. In this way, Middleware and Databases are tools that are 

complementary to provide a quality infrastructure to IoT scenarios. 

In next section we will explore how these tools can be used in cooperation with 

FR systems to contribute to system intelligence, search automation, storage, and 

connection ability with other applications. 

4.1 Middleware for Internet of Things  

Middleware is a software capable of connecting basic systems to each other or 

to third-party applications. IoT devices are a quite common example of the application 

of this technology. It plays a crucial role as it allows all data received from the devices 

to be stored and made available to the user quickly and consistently. 

Such software operates as a translation layer that enables communication and 

data management for applications [102]. There are many IoT middleware solutions 

available in the literature, as well as on the market. Some of these solutions are open 
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source and free to download and test. As most are open source, the code can be 

changed according to the needs of the application. 

Other solutions are closed source which are available in the cloud in the form 

of PaaS (Platform as a Service). The advantage of PaaS solutions is that they are 

located in the cloud and authenticated users can access data located on the server from 

anywhere in the world without having to worry about deploying or managing the 

infrastructure [53]. 

Camera surveillance systems have been around since the last millennium, but 

analog technology cameras today give way to IP-based cameras, because the use of 

this protocol is one of the main concepts behind the implementation of IoT 

environments. In addition, the advent of smart cities has brought with it not only 

smarter surveillance systems, but also a multitude of other sensors and / or actuators 

which have a strong characteristic of heterogeneity between devices. Much of this 

justification is due to the diversity of software and hardware used in those 

environments, in addition to the different standards adopted by manufacturers. In this 

scenario, Middleware IoT emerges as a possible solution to enable cooperative 

operation of these different technologies [103]. The role of Middleware in this type of 

application is fundamental, given the growing demand for connection between devices 

and applications, as it aims to solve a large part of the heterogeneity problem present 

in IoT environments. 

Middleware allows objects with different technologies to communicate with 

different cloud services, solving compatibility problems in the IoT scenario. The 

toolkit found in Middleware can provide interoperability between devices and 

applications. 

The architecture existing in this scenario of objects connected to the internet is 

able to abstract technology restrictions and protocols which are used in the extremity 

layers, and uses the IoT platform as a kind of “bridge” between these layers, as shown 

in Figure 28 The platform is a software package that integrates devices, networks and 

applications, preventing API developers from needing to understand the complexity of 

technologies used in physical infrastructure devices.  
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Figure 28 - Simplified IoT-layered architecture.  

For different applications and devices to be able to interact through 

Middleware, it is necessary that the system meets some operational and security 

requirements. The platform chosen for this dissertation work can provide the necessary 

tools so that the FR system is able to operate correctly and safely. Listed below are 

some of these characteristics and their purpose for the system in question: 

• Data and event management to record all information regarding the 

readings performed by the recognition system, in addition to allowing the 

consultation of this data. 

• Real-Time Operation: once the system has this as one of its main 

characteristics. 

• Scalability - in case the system needs to be expanded and a multi-

camera needs to be implanted. 

• Security and privacy tools that protect and guarantee access to data only 

by applications with the appropriate credentials. 

• Easy configuration by users who do not have advanced technical 

knowledge, allowing the platform to be widely disseminated. 

• Ability to adapt and interoperate with different devices, applications, 

and technologies, allowing the system to easily adapt to new needs. 
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In this case, as in [101] and [104], the used Middleware is In.IoT, developed 

during the work [53] and available in [105]. It is a state-of-the-art Middleware that 

includes the necessary security requirements, in addition to allowing users to track data 

in real-time. The development interface can be seen in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 - Development Interface. 

The use of these tools to manage activities also allows relieving the processing 

on the final devices which is something crucial, since the computational power of these 

devices is generally much lower, when compared to the processing power of the 

platform. 

The application shown in Figure 30, was built to view the detection data. It 

collects data from the platform and represents it visually. The purpose of building the 

application is that any user may be able to identify the access control data, even if 

they do not technically know how the solution works. 
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Figure 30 - Web Application to data view. 

4.2 Database Management System 

The impact of IoT growth presents a new challenge for DBMS. IoT-based 

devices produce a large amount of data that can be stored and converted into 

knowledge. For this purpose, databases are extremely relevant, as they provide 

information that can be submitted to various techniques for knowledge extraction, such 

as deep learning and machine learning algorithms [67].  

For this to be done, the data must be stored continuously, so that they can be 

accessed later and converted into information through processing techniques [106]. At 

the time of storage, we have two categorizations for DBMS’s, which are divided into 

SQL banks that are relational and NoSQL, which are non-relational. 

Some comparisons are made between the SQL and NoSQL databases for IoT 

Applications [107], Big Data [108], Web Applications [109], and Cloud Environments 

[110] scenarios, all of these works cited used PostgreSQL and MySQL for relational 

database, for the non-relational model MongoDB was selected. These banks are among 

the first five database management systems, classified according to their popularity as 

shown in Table 3. The reason the other two banks are not considered during the surveys 
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is that they are not free or open source, which somewhat restrict their use in academic 

studies. 

Table 3 - Data management systems. Adapted from [111]. 

RANK (2019-2020) DBMS Database Model 

1° Oracle Relational, multi-model 

2° MySQL Relational, multi-model 

3° Microsoft SQL Server Relational, multi-model 

4° PostgreSQL Relational, multi-model 

5° MongoDB Document, multi-model 

The two banks can serve IoT applications, however, during the comparisons, 

the authors point out several advantages of MongoDB in relation to PostgreSQL and 

MySQL. The authors point out the higher processing speed for basic operations, such 

as Insert, Select, Update and Delete, in the processing of large volumes of data, even 

the possibility of storage without a schema and easy support for unstructured data.  

cases that can be common in IoT scenarios. 

NoSQL databases sacrifice ACID transactional properties in order to achieve 

greater availability and scalability, being designed to achieve greater performance in 

data processing [112]. This characteristic is remarkably interesting from the IoT point 

of view, since the data generation trend is exponential. 

MongoDB is a type of NoSQL database, based on documents and open source. 

Table 3 presents a comparison of terminology used in SQL banks compared to 

document-oriented NoSQL banks, a sub-class to which MongoDB fits. In document-

oriented banks, data communication can be carried out via JSON or XML. This feature 

facilitates the integration with the middleware, since there is middleware that work 

with at least one or more languages. However, when comparing these two formats, 

JSON has a simpler structure, which does not generate unnecessary communication 
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overhead and ends up becoming a factor that influences the choice when we approach 

the IoT scenario [113]. 
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5. Performance Evaluation of the Proposed IoT Surveillance 

System 

The experimental results were obtained with the intention of evaluating various 

parameters of the system. Thus, the parameters investigated were processing time, 

accuracy, and robustness of the system in view of the different types of noise in the 

images. To perform the experiments, an open-access image database is used, created 

to assist researchers in their technical analysis and standardize benchmarking. The 

LFW bank is one of the most used in the evaluation of facial recognition and detection 

systems. It is a public reference for face checking and has 13,233 images of 5,749 

different people, of which 1,680 have more than one image [114]. 

During the analyses, different experimental scenarios were defined. Each 

scenario presents the techniques used, the LFW sampling scenario, the processing 

device, and whether there is any type of modifier in the image. The goal is to 

demonstrate how the system behaves under each test condition presented. 

When evaluating different models, it is essential that the same test conditions 

are applied. With that, all tests were done with images taken from the LFW database. 

Except for the ResNet accuracy test, which used the entire database, all other scenarios 

were designed with LFW sampling. All images in this database are 250 x 250 pixels, 

and are always cropped to the appropriate size for the architecture. 

The other experiments had different images of 20 individuals, in total, 6 images 

of each one was used, resulting in a subset of 120 images. The subset was divided into 

two parts, the 20 images that make up Figure 31 – one for each individual – were used 

as a record in the recognition system, while the remaining 100 images were used for 

testing in both stages: recognition and detection. 
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Figure 31 - Samples of LWF.  

Analyzing the database images, it is possible to notice that most of them are 

almost in ideal processing conditions, that is, few images have low resolution and low 

luminosity. However, as the IoT-based recognition system can be used "in the wild", 

in some experiments will be added noise in the system to verify the robustness of the 

techniques adopted under various conditions. 

To perform the experiments, different processing units were used, the first is 

the Raspberry itself that represents the IoT device of the proposed architecture. The 

second device is a notebook, used for comparisons where you want to evaluate 

scenarios with different processing capabilities. Table 4 presents the comparison 

between the characteristics of the two devices. 

Table 4 - Comparison of the processing variables of the two devices. 

Model Raspberry Pi 3 Model B Notebook Dell Vostro 3560 

Processor Broadcom BCM2837 SoC @ 1.2GHz Intel Core i7-3632QM CPU @ 2.2GHz 

RAM 1GB LPDDR2 8GB DDR3 

GPU VideoCore IV 400 MHz Radeon HD 7670M 900 MHz 
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5.1 System Evaluation on the original samples 

5.1.1 Scenario 1 - Detection Efficiency 

The first scenario aims to analyze the efficiency of both detectors tested. In this 

scenario, the following conditions were adopted: 

• 100 samples for testing (20 individuals with 5 samples each) 

• Different techniques for image processing 

• Devices with different computing capabilities 

Both techniques adopted achieved detection in 100% of the photos. Thus, the 

criterion to define which technique will be applied will be the detection time, since it 

needs a real-time operated system.  

5.1.2 Scenario 2 - Average Detection Time 

The objective of this scenario is to evaluate the processing time between the 

two techniques used to perform the face detection. In this scenario, the following 

conditions were adopted: 

• 100 samples for testing (20 individuals with 5 samples each) 

• Different techniques for image processing 

• Devices with different computing capabilities 

The processing time for each technique is obtained during the facial recognition 

process, this is done by using the two techniques in the same 100 samples. Then, a 

simple average is performed between the values obtained. The results found are 

presented in Figure 32. These results suggest what was commented by the authors in 

[88], about the CNN method requiring greater computational power to be used in real-

time systems. Therefore, the choice of the HOG+SVM detection technique instead of 

CNN is justified by the difference in processing time within the analyzed set. As both 

techniques obtained a detection rate of 100%, the choice of the technique was defined 

by analyzing the processing time. As the model chosen was the HOG with training via 
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MMOD, all the next steps involving a recognition scenario will have this model 

implemented in the detection stage. 

 

Figure 32 - Comparison between the processing time of the HOG+SVM and CNN techniques, for 

facial detection. 

Figure 33 shows that when applying the CNN technique to a second device 

with greater processing power, there is a significant decrease in the detection time. 

Thus, it is possible to admit the possibility of implementing face detection in real time 

through CNN, which is possible by increasing the computational capacity of the 

devices or by the evolution of the technique itself. 
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Figure 33 - Comparison of the processing time of CNN technique on two hardware (Raspberry Pi 3 

Model B and Notebook Dell Vostro 3560). 

5.1.3 Scenario 3 - Recognition Accuracy 

The scenario 3 aims to verify the accuracy of face recognition of the model 

used. In this scenario, the following conditions were adopted: 

• 13233 images for registration and testing (5749 individuals) 

• ResNet Recognition Technique used 

• Device running the benchmark (Notebook) 

The standard LFW benchmark was used to evaluate the accuracy results. The 

idea of using a standard protocol is to be able to compare different recognition 

architectures under the same conditions, and with that we have a fairer comparison 

that uses the same metric. 

The test had 13,233 images of 5,749 different people, of which 1,680 of them 

have more than one image. And it was done through cross-validation and the whole 

set is divided into 10 folders. The threshold set for the test was 0.6, following [87], and 

the closer to 1, the easier it is to detect a false positive, and the closer to 0, the easier a 
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false negative to occur. As previously stated, the definition for a correspondence 

between faces is made via Euclidean distance. 

For each face, the system tries to find its identity in the database by comparing 

the embedding of the entry with the embedding of all other images, excluding the input 

image itself. With this he scores the hits and errors to get the accuracy rate. The result 

is automatically presented, as shown in Table 5, because all faces are labeled and allow 

automatic computation of errors and right answers.  

Table 5 - Results of a LFW Benchmark. 

Folders Mean Accuracy 

Fold 1 99.5000% 

Fold 2 99.1667% 

Fold 3 99.1667% 

Fold 4 99.0000% 

Fold 5 99.6667% 

Fold 6 99.6667% 

Fold 7 99.0000% 

Fold 8 99.5000% 

Fold 9 99.6667% 

Fold 10 99.5000% 

Overall LFW Accuracy 99.3833% 

To elucidate the performance results obtained, the expression that defines how 

accuracy was defined is displayed in the Equation (3). The equation is evaluated by 

the values of true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false 

negative (FN). In this experiment, false positives and false negatives correspond to the 
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faces that were misclassified, while the true positives correspond to the assertiveness 

of the solution.  

𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
× 100% (3) 

5.1.4 Scenario 4 - Average Recognition Time 

The objective of this scenario is to obtain the average time for face recognition. 

In this scenario, the following conditions were adopted: 

• 100 samples for testing (20 individuals with 5 samples each). 

• ResNet Recognition Technique used. 

• Running on IoT Device (Raspberry). 

Considering that the execution time is one of the crucial points of our system, 

we evaluated the model using time markers in the recognition stage. With the results 

obtained in this step, we can say that the real-time characteristic remains intact, since 

the recognition step has added only about 0.4 seconds in the total system time, reaching 

0.64 seconds if added to the detection time. With that, the system still manages to 

deliver 1.56 fps, with a variation between approximately 1 to 3 fps in the practical 

tests, considering the main parameter that affects this value as the number of people in 

each frame. 

5.2 Evaluation of the System with interference inclusion 

The quality of an image is an essential parameter for its recognition to be 

satisfactory, in a real environment, some interferences that can generate low quality, 

which makes this recognition difficult. Examples of this are: poor lighting outside, low 

resolution cameras, blur, among others. 

In this work, two analyzes are performed to measure the robustness of the 

system in the face of some type of interference. The first is performed by manually 
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decreasing the lighting of the collected images and the second is done through the 

application of Blur. 

As mentioned in [87], lighting and blur or low image resolution represent 

problems related to unrestricted face detection. Therefore, initially the following 

graphics are based on the 100 original photos without alteration and then consider an 

increase in noise, such as a decrease in brightness. 

5.2.1 Scenario 5 - Assessment of blur interference  

The objective of this scenario is to verify the behavior of the proposed image 

processing architecture, considering the application of gradual blur to the images. In 

this scenario, the following conditions were adopted: 

• 100 samples for testing (20 individuals with 5 samples each). 

• HOG+SVM Detection Technique used 

• ResNet Recognition Technique used. 

• Gradual blur being applied to the test set. 

The analysis performed to assess the robustness of the system is done by 

applying a slight blur to the images and then this blur effect is increased according to 

the size of the filters. The graph in Figure 34 shows the variation in accuracy for 

different levels of blur. This test is performed to analyze the robustness of the system 

given the low quality that the cameras can have in practice. 
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Figure 34 - (a) Decay of detection accuracy for blur variations (b) Decay of recognition accuracy 

for blur variation (c) Image examples of blur variation.  
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Considering the results obtained, it is possible to conclude that both techniques 

- detection and recognition - are highly robust to blur, presenting a more pronounced 

drop only in the last condition in which the blur is applied more intensely. Thus, it is 

possible to state that the system can operate satisfactorily even in cameras that do not 

have high resolutions. 

5.2.2 Scenario 6 - Assessment of light interference 

The objective of this scenario is to verify the behavior of the proposed image 

processing architecture, considering the gradual reduction of lighting in the images. In 

this scenario, the following conditions were adopted: 

• 100 samples for testing (20 individuals with 5 samples each). 

• HOG+SVM Detection Technique used 

• ResNet Recognition Technique used. 

• Gradual darkening being applied to the test set. 

The analysis performed to assess the robustness of the system is done by 

manually decreasing the brightness of the images gradually. Initially we started with 

the natural image and a gradual variation of 20% is applied to the 100 images and 

increased with each new test. The Figure 35 shows low degradation of recognition 

rates with increasing interference. This proves that the system is even more robust 

against variations in light compared to tests with blur. 
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Figure 35 - (a) Decay of detection accuracy for darkness variations (b) Decay of recognition 

accuracy for darkness variation (c) Image examples of darkness variation.  
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6. Conclusion and Future Work  

This chapter presents the lessons learned, key conclusions and future work of 

this study. 

This dissertation was the result of analyzes of previous works related to the 

theme, computational experiments and practical implementations that allowed the 

learning of valuable lessons. In this sense, the main difficulties and relevant 

considerations about the research work carried out are pointed out below, in order to 

score their most important findings and allow the continuation of this and other similar 

research in future studies. 

6.1 Learned Lessons 

Throughout this study, important lessons have been learned regarding FR 

systems applied in an internet of things environment. These lessons will be scored 

below and may contribute to future research on the subject.  

It was evident that the choice of detection and recognition techniques, 

especially in embedded scenarios, is a crucial factor in defining the response time of 

the application. The effectiveness of face detection and accuracy during the 

recognition step are also causally linked factors choosing these techniques. 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, computer vision techniques have been undergoing 

constant evolution with the increasing emergence of new models. And in this scenario, 

the ILSVRC results show that CNN stands out in relation to other techniques, 

especially when item is precision.  

From the detailed description of the architecture and technologies used, it will 

be possible for other researchers to be able to easily replicate the results obtained in 

this work, allowing a comparison with other models and techniques of detection and 

recognition. Moreover, the detailed flowchart of each process also clearly allows the 

understanding of the flow of the algorithm, even for a lay user in programming. It was 

also possible to note that the integration of Middleware with database allowed greater 
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connectivity and availability of data to the IoT environment, and indirectly, provided 

reflections on the advantages of the different architectures that could be used to 

provide this type of data management and storage. 

It is note point that the use of more popular tools has made development 

simpler, since many authors of articles and other academic-level works make open 

versions of their projects available in repositories. Discussion forums of these 

repositories are extremely indicated, both at the beginning of development and during 

the process, since they provide valuable information that helps solve some of the 

problems that researchers encounter during their implementations and studies. 

The difficulty of finding implementations centrally hinders the learning 

process. Thus, it is suggested the centralization of implementations on a consultation 

basis, as well as academic articles. The lack of standardization of programming 

languages can also be a hindrance for a researcher who has no mastery over different 

languages, but among the searches for implementations in repositories, one of the most 

found languages was "python". 

Still, CNN functions as a black box system, since they can be analyzed in terms 

of their inputs and outputs, without the need for knowledge of their inner workings. 

Knowing the inner workings of a CNN is exceedingly difficult due to the large number 

of nonlinear parts that interact with each other. The size of modern CNN, which can 

have up to tens of millions of parameters, makes this analysis even more difficult. A 

better understanding of the inner workings could lead to the development of more 

powerful architectures.  

6.2 Main Conclusions  

In this dissertation, a study of different techniques, tools and solutions was 

presented that can be used to implement an IoT-based facial recognition system that 

can meet real-time processing requirements. 

During these analyses, we can conclude that the detection technique chosen 

allowed the system a rapid response and made it able to operate in real-time, even 
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considering the subsequent step of recognition. And, that the numerical comparison 

between the techniques addressed allows us to observe in a practical way the difference 

in processing time between the two. It was also concluded that CNN's require a longer 

processing time, and it is important to use devices with a reasonable processing 

capacity to deliver a system that responds in real-time. Something that can be easily 

verified through the results, which demonstrate an improvement in processing time 

when using a device with greater processing power. In addition, a variation in the 

accuracy of the system was observed when the image undergoes some type of 

variation, such as luminosity or distortions of the image itself. This is a reasonable 

factor since even the human eye presents difficulties in the processing of poor-quality 

images or with more severe luminosity variations. 

To evaluate the performance of the system, a real prototype was built, with the 

techniques embedded in a Raspberry Pi. This results in performance analysis by means 

of processing time and accuracy measurements. The experiments were carried out 

through suggested metrics for accuracy analysis in computer vision system, with the 

detailing of the software and hardware elements used to make up the developed 

prototype. 

Middleware allows the system to make the generated data available so that it 

can be used by other applications on the Internet, a trend that is constantly growing 

since the increase in IoT devices already mentioned in this work. It also offers chart 

construction tools, tables, and other objects, which allow the user to build their own 

interface using the data provided by Raspberry. 

With the measurements obtained during the experiments, quantitative and 

qualitative analyzes of the performance of each part of the system were made in an 

isolated and combined way. The results of these experiments allowed to find a solution 

that met the requirements of real time, high accuracy, and excellent robustness against 

external interference. 

This does not mean that the techniques chosen are the best or faster ones, but 

rather that the system manages to deliver what has been proposed, despite its 

limitations and processing power. 
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6.3  Future Works 

For future research and work, given the constant evolution of detection and 

recognition techniques, combined with the improvement of the processing power of 

the devices, it is proposed the analysis of different combinations of techniques, which 

offer interesting proposals and performances, not only for FR, but other tasks of 

detection, recognition, and classification within computer vision. And, given the 

number of innovations and new work on the subject that arise almost monthly in recent 

years suggests, delve into other FR techniques, such as ResNet. 

Another analysis that can be explored is the possibility of implementing 3D 

computer vision techniques in IoT devices, considering their limited processing power. 

Three-dimensional analyses, rather than the 2D used in this work, can offer interesting 

features to increase the accuracy of systems. 

Integrating the system with external applications in a large IoT scenario can 

generate a study on the main challenges of IoT-based computer vision systems, such 

as Smart Cities. Thus, it is possible to better evaluate the different models of DBMS 

and Middleware's that can be used to make up the structure of this system. 

It is also necessary to research adaptive computer vision structures, embedded 

in IoT devices, that have the ability to autonomously choose between different 

techniques and resources for the processing of images, in order to better adapt to 

variations in the environment, such as in luminosity or even according to the number 

of objects processed at the same time in the image.  

Another gap observed during the construction of this work was the assessment 

of the robustness and accuracy of other computer vision techniques, in relation to 

variations in the environment that the device is inserted. Several articles perform their 

analysis in environments with good lighting and few objects being processed at the 

same time, which can be different when we consider a real environment. 
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